Rendezvous
Appointment Book

Universal app for iPad and iPhone
Rendezvous has been expressly developed for busy Professional Services
Providers to schedule client appointments.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 5, 2016. Rendezvous Appointment Book has been updated. Now a Universal app,
Rendezvous delivers an effortless way to make and manage appointments for businesses
that serve many clients a day. It’s an uncomplicated scheduling app for both the iPad and
iPhone.
Rendezvous mimics how appointments are typically scheduled using a traditional week or
day planner. It replaces the paper appointment book for specific appointment-driven
business segments, from hairstylists, manicurists, fitness and physical trainers, to dance
instruction, tutors and music teachers — virtually anyone who provides services by appointment to many daily.
Rendezvous is a back-to-basics app providing a more practical scheduling solution than
using one of the fee-based multi-featured appointment apps that are complicated and difficult to use because of an overabundance of features. No bells or whistles with Rendezvous!

Key Features:
• Just Two Taps - Fast iPad appointment creation
Tap and hold anywhere on the day or week calendar, select a time and the Appointment
Entry form appears with a list of clients. Tap the client’s name, then tap to save - the
appointment is set. Plus new clients can be added while making their first appointment.
• iCloud Sync
Syncing to the iPhone through iCloud provides access to all appointments and clients
without carrying along the iPad. View, change and add appointments on the iPhone.
The iPad will automatically be updated with the additions and changes you made on the
iPhone. Likewise, any appointments, changes, and client data done on the iPad will
sync back to the iPhone.
• Double-Booking
Rendezvous has a Double-Booking feature. More than one appointment can be scheduled to overlap for those times when multiple clients are being served.
• Fast “Floating” Appointment rescheduling
Tapping on an appointment lifts it off the calendar. Then it can be moved to another
time, or move the calendar itself to another day and time. Tap again on the appointment
and it is dropped onto the new time.

• Client Address Book and Email Service
Included in Rendezvous is a client “address book” that stores clients’ names, phone,
email address, and notes. Clients can be imported from Contacts or added manually —
either way all historical appointment data and notes are archived and available at any
time. Appointment reminders can be directly sent by email from the iPad. Plus, complete client and appointment data is synced between the iPad and iPhone and backed
up to iCloud. All data can be exported in CSV format that can be opened in Numbers,
Microsoft Excel, a text editor, or a database.
• Quick-Start
Rendezvous was also designed to get the user up and running in as few minutes as
possible. No need to register, straightforward setup settings, visual Help Hints available
with one tap, as well as an extensive “Mega-help” User Guide with tutorials. Visual
simplicity makes it easy to manage appointments from 5 calendar views.
Pricing & Download
Rendezvous Appointment Book for iPad and iPhone is available for download in the App
Store for $9.99 and requires iOS 9.0 or later.
App Store link: http://apple.co/1HlfKFF
Press kit Containing Icons, screenshots and additional information.
Download at:

rendezvousenterprises.com/press-media.html
Visit the website:

rendezvousenterprises.com
Press Contact: Bill Ewer, General Partner
Email: bill@rendezvousenterprises.com Twitter: @RendezvousHD
Promo Codes available upon request.

